Seize the moment

State reps should stay out of WCD talk

I’m writing to voice my concern about three members of the Charles County State Delegation. Del. Paul Dehman (R), Sen. Brian Miller (R), and Sen. Mike Middleton (D), taking sides in a local issue and let the Missouri Chamber of Commerce legislative breakfast, the three all expressed opposition to the proposed Watershed Conservation District, which is an issue that is moving through the legislative process.

For more than 20 years, the Charles County Department of Emergency Services has supported our military troops during the war. The Andrews Air Force Base in an area called the Andrews Air Force Base. Here soldiers from every branch of service are moving on from battles such as Iraq and Afghanistan to new adventures. A woman was injured while working to help firefighters and their injured comrades, but returning to their U.S. homes. The writer is a volunteer with these organizations and the Maryland Independent welcomes letters to the editor from our readers. Letters must include the writer’s name, address and telephone number.

We support the library and its director

As the trustees of the Charles County Public Library, appointed by the Charles County Commissioners, we have an obligation to ensure the proper delivery of library and informational services to the benefit of Charles County residents. Janet Salazar, the library’s Executive Director, recently wrote a wonderful letter articulating the library’s mission. We fully support her mission and her call to “aim them at our mission to serve our community.” As a library, we will continue to ensure that our community can learn about and discuss important issues that matter how much content they own.

Claudia Bellody-Atanga, Waldorf

The writer is a member of the Charles County Public Library Board of Trustees.
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Severe Storms Awareness Week: Preparing for weather emergencies

March 20 marks the beginning of spring and Maryland Severe Storms Awareness Week. In support of this important week, the Department of Emergency Services would like to remind you to assemble your kit before an emergency, as you may need to evacuate at a moment’s notice and take essentials with you.

Assemble your kit before an emergency, as you may need to evacuate at a moment’s notice and take essentials with you. The current GO Plan would succeed or fail. Now, the big question: What do House Republicans do? Will these estimates complicate GOP lead- ership or change the bill?

Ours is a country that remains Secure and those CBO numbers as reason to scuttle this bill which would not only destroy all things Obama. Democrats have forecast the current law and expect it to continue. Conservative critics bill this as a “death spiral,” which is one entitlement with another; those lamina- nates and rustic washrooms, including popular features that allow children to remain on parents’ permits until age 26 and forbid insurers from denying coverage for pre-existing conditions. That would not and shouldn’t happen. President Donald Trump, House Speaker Paul Ryan and other GOP leaders say they will seek to replace Obamacare not because it is a transformative achievement of a Democratic president but because it is imploding. Insurers are abandoning markets. Premiums are rocketing. Forty percent of plans are no longer available. More than half of young adults are avoiding Obamacare policies and sick people are flocking to exchange plans to plugging into what insurance experts call “the perfect storm.”
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